When you finish your work early, choose something from the list to draw. Check it off the list when
you are done.

Design a costume for a movie. Which movie is it for?
Draw as many square things as you can.
Draw an outfit you would wear on tacky day. Use different patterns on each piece of
clothing.
Draw an animal in its habitat.
Draw an art career.
Draw an act from the circus.
Draw things that start with the letter C.
Draw an alien in outer space. What would it look like?
Draw at least four animals that would live in the tropical rainforest.
Draw an expensive mansion.
Design a tiny city for bugs to live in.
Draw a candy factory. What candy are they making?
Draw some children playing your favorite sport.
Pretend the sky is raining your favorite food. What would that look like?
What job do you want to do when you grow up? Draw a picture of it.
Draw a surprised person. In the background draw what they are surprised about.
Draw a healthy meal that includes a fruit, vegetable, meat, bread, and dairy product.
Draw a place you’ve always wanted to go.
Draw a picture about your favorite holiday.
Make an interesting picture using only triangles.
Draw a scene from your favorite book. What is the character doing?
Draw a big storm.
Draw a famous person you would like to meet.
Draw you dressed in winter clothes, including a scarf, hat, and jacket.
Draw a parade.
Draw a giant treehouse. What interesting things would be in it?
Draw an amusement park. What would be your favorite ride?
Draw a tree that is blooming with fruit or flowers.
Draw a castle and some of the people that live there.
Draw a self-portrait with you having a bad hair day.

